
	  

	  

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Prouvé-Takis,deux génies d’utopie 
An exhibition in collaboration with François Laffanour  

and Galerie Downtown (Paris) 

Press Opening  
Thursday 21 April 2016 

 

 
Exhibition from April 21 to July 23, 2016 

La Patinoire Royale 
Rue Veydt 15 - 1060 Brussels - T +32 (0) 495 236 070 - www.lapatinoireroyale.com 

Opening hours 
From Tuesday to Saturday from 11am to 1pm and from 2pm to 7pm  

Free entrance 
https://www.facebook.com/PatinoireRoyale 



Following the exhibition ‘La Résistance des Images’ and ‘Let’s Move’, 

La Patinoire Royale, Valérie Bach and Constantin Chariot in collaboration with François Laffanour and 
Galerie Downtown present  

Prouvé-Takis, deux génies d’utopie 

an exhibition opening April 21, 2016. A major retrospective devoted to two unconventional creators, 
on the one side, Jean Prouvé (1901-1984), a brilliant French constructor, and on the other side, Takis 
(b. 1925), a historic Greek sculptor, fascinated by magnetic fields. 

 

The two autodidacts, though separated by two generations, gather around the idea of a prosperous 
and aspiring Industry. Prouvé by revolutionizing it, Takis by paying tribute with the use of industrial 
components. This utopia, the symbol of «Les Trentes Glorieuses» seems to have vanished today with 
the Industry decelerating, criticized for its negative effects on the environment. 

Thumbing its nose at the tertiarization of the global economy, Prouvé and Takis meet daily in the 
Parisian business district La Défense. The Nobel Tower built in 1966 with a glass facade conceived by 
Prouvé and Le Bassin on the background designed by Takis in 1988. The two works create a dialogue 
between each other, with the tower reflecting in the water of the basin and the wind turbines 
mirroring in the windows of the facade.  

This is the relationship explored through the exhibition, firstly with the presentation of an 
extraordinary construction by Jean Prouvé, from a more modern fabrication than his « emergency 
architectures ». This freestanding pavilion was designed in 1957 for the Institution Fénelon in 
Clermont-Ferrand, France. Entirely made of aluminium and glass panels, the facade allies modernity, 
lightness and transparency. 

A « forest » of Signaux by Takis is standing in a pool, shadowed by the parasol pine trees. This 
selection of masterpieces illustrates the diversity of the work of the 
artist,from Musicales to Télélumières including Télépeintures. Among steel, glass and electricity, Takis 
appears, as once said by Marcel Duchamp, « like a cheerful ploughman of magnetic fields and 
indicator of the soft iron railway ». 

	  

Press conference : Thursday 21 April 2016 at 12 :30 (lunch offered) 
Opening: Thursday 21 April 2016 at 7pm  
Exhibition : 21 April > 23 July 2016 

A catalogue of the exhibition will be published and available from May 15, 2016. 

Images and documentions available at : info@lapatinoireroyale.com 

Address :  
La Patinoire Royale 
15, rue Veydt  - 1050 BRUSSELS 

Public opening hours: 
From Tuesdayto Saturday : 11 am – 1 pm / 2 pm – 7 pm 


